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on, trade it in, give it a second life. The CL is often thought to have been a replacement for the
Acura Legend coupe. It was not directly related to the first gen TL either, a Japanese-built model
which replaced the Vigor and had a longitudinal engine layout. Following the end of the model
year, the Acura Legend coupe disappeared from Acura's lineup when the sedan version was
renamed the Acura RL. The CL was not a direct replacement for the Legend coupe as it no
longer shared the same chassis as its sedan counterpart, and was not made in Japan, unlike the
RL. Because Acura no longer had a suitable Legend coupe replacement, they created the CL.
With the release of the TL and 3. Although the CL was considered to be a satisfactory vehicle, it
never gained traction or popularity like the other Acura coupes. For the model year, early
models having been licensed as models, the CL was offered with either a 3. Both the 4-cylinder
and 6-cylinder CL offered a "Premium" trim level which offered leather upholstery with heated
front seats in the 3. For the model year, the "Premium" trim level was eliminated, and leather
upholstery became standard on all models, as was a trunk cargo net. The 2. The 4-cylinder
model had an option for a 5-speed manual transmission. The CL, however, was never produced
as a model and instead in March the completely redesigned Acura CL was released as a model
featuring a 3. A navigation system was also available along with the Type-S model, denoting
Acura's 'Sport' edition. At the time, the Type-S was the most powerful front wheel drive vehicle
Honda had ever manufactured. In , the CL Type-S was offered, as a model, with a close-ratio
6-speed manual transmission with a helical limited-slip differential. The 6-speed CL deleted
some minor interior features from the automatic, such as a center console light. Also, the
heated seats only featured one heat setting vs. One of the main criticisms of the CL was that a
manual transmission had been dropped when the car was redesigned for the model year. Very
few manual transmission models were built; there were 2, without navigation and with
navigation, for a total of 3, The 6-speed car was highly praised by critics, with one calling it "the
high point of Acura performance outside the NSX and Integra Type-R". Total Acura CL sales
from until , when the last new model was sold, was less than 31, units. MY also saw cosmetic
changes to the CL. The grille surround and door handles were now body color, as opposed to
being chrome on the 01â€” The side mirrors were also redesigned for both the and models by
having a more square shape, full body matched paint, and tinted glass since customers had
complained about excessive wind noise coming from the mirror seam. The models also saw
new headlights which now featured a blacked-out interior, and the taillight lenses had a cleared
turn signal and reverse light. Revised thicker exhaust tips were also a new addition. A specially
designed Eaton twin-screw Roots-type supercharger was coupled with numerous suspension,
exhaust, braking and drivetrain enhancements. Problems have been seen with the 2nd
generation CL models equipped with automatic transmissions manual transmission models are
unaffected. Reports say that after an average of around 40, miles, the transmission experiences
gear failures, such as downshifts, slipping, flaring and not shifting, and leaking. One main
cause is excessive wear of the 3rd gear clutch pack, resulting in large amounts of debris
blocking the flow of transmission fluid. Many owners reported problems with the replacement
transmissions as well. Many replacement rebuilt units had problems. Despite the conversion to
kilometers, the class action settlement applies only for persons and entities residing in the
United States. In addition, there was an unrelated transmission recall for safety reasons. One
gear tended to overheat, break and cause the transmission to lock up. Since this failure would
cause the car to come to a sudden stop, this might cause accidents. Further information on the
transmission issue was available on enthusiast forums [12] and at the official Acura Service
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Vehicles exclusive to the United States. Others have criticized its pricetag, and for a shortage of
doorsâ€”in other words, for not being a sedan. True, the V6-powered version of Acura's
mid-size front-drive coupe lacks a manual transmission, optional or otherwiseâ€”that
sport-driving essential is available only with the four-cylinder 2. But for all its posh good
manners, the CL can handle a slalom course or series of s-bends in a considerably faster than
average hurry, and its all-around dynamics are on a par with most of BMW's superb 3-Series
coupes, though the M3 is in a class by itself. Comments about two doors versus four defy
comprehension. Yes, sedans are more versatile. But coupes still have an appealâ€”sporty,
intimate, personalâ€”that sedans don't. We don't think a coupe has to apologize for being a
coupe. As for the price issueâ€”well, let's look at that. At a glance, that may seem a trifle dear.
But check the standard equipment list. This baby is loaded, and the basic 2. Although it's not as
radical as the CLX concept car Acura displayed at Detroit's North American International
Automobile Show in , the CL is a striking blend of angles and curves, with a rear end treatment
that adds a spicey dash of sci-fi to a part of the car that's usually as anonymous as milk. If this
design had come from Ford, it would be called New Edge, and it's pretty daring by recent Acura
standards. The Acura part of the equation may be a prime source of confusion about this car's
search for recognition. When Honda's premium division first materialized, it positioned itself as
a rival for Germanic luxo-sport manufacturers like BMW, Mercedes-Benz and, in particular, Audi.
More recently, after wistfully watching Lexus soar to the top of the charts, Honda's tribal elders
decided that Acura should be a pure luxury make. This was followed in short order by another
about-face, emphasizing performance and sporty character. Finalized during the waning days of
the pure-lux era, the CLs wound up with a personality that's a tad out of synch with the new
direction, leaning more toward the luxury side of the ledger. If you check around in this
price-performance sector, you won't find many other players. It's been suggested that the
Chrysler Sebring LXi offers a comparable car for considerably less, but we don't see it. Pretty
though it is, the Sebring is no match for the 3. And the only other coupes in this realm wear
BMW emblemsâ€”the is and the is, which are still style and performance pacesetters. But
they're also pricey. So Acura's CL is swimming around out there pretty much by itself, an
uncomfortable situation for a new car. There's not much to compare it to, not directly anyway,
and that means it has to achieve recognition on a basis of brand and styling. We think the
styling will speak for itself. As for what's beneath the distinctive sheetmetal, we think that will
speakâ€”seductivelyâ€”to the inner driver. Like all current Honda designs, the CL has a
relatively long wheelbase for its tidy overall size, which pays off in ride quality and more room
inside. The track is also proportionately wide, which benefits stability as well as interior
volumetrics. The new coupes ride on Honda's sophisticated double wishbone suspension, with
disc brakes at all four corners. The 3. We're not big woodgrain fans, but the CL's burled walnut
is tasteful, enhancing a dashboard that is typical of all Honda productsâ€”straightforward and
handsomely functional. Typically Honda also applies to the extensive glass area of the CL's
greenhouse, which affords excellent driver sightlines all around. Unlike smaller sport coupes
such as the Ford Probe and Mitsubishi Eclipse, the CL's back seat is useable, but this is one
area where the Chrysler Sebring takes the prize. Consistent with its luxury theme, the CL's front
seats are a little roomier and offer a little less lateral support than the boy racer buckets in a
BMW. But they're long on comfort, with a wide range of power adjustability and plenty of
legroom. The seat heaters in our test car were welcome, too, during the January doldrums. Nifty
touches: The driver's seat automatically eases forward to make rear seat access easier, and a
small trapdoor next to the digital quartz clock shelters easy-to-use reset controls. Small
demerits: Undersize audio controls, spoke-mounted horn buttons instead of a center switch and
a relatively tight rear seat area. There are lots of goodies baked into this purchase
priceâ€”power everything, excellent sound with an in-dash CD player, a power moonroof and
plenty of storage for small items. So what you really have here is a superb luxury coupe
executed on a relatively small scale for what looks to us like a terrific price. As noted, the 3. But
this doesn't mean the it can't haul the old mail. It's powered by an all-new 3. With four valves per
cylinder and Honda's versatile VTEC variable camshaft timing system, the new
V6â€”manufactured, like the rest of the car at Honda's ultra-modern facilities near Marysville,
Ohioâ€”is wonderfully smooth and quiet across its entire operating range. Mated to a smooth

four-speed automatic with Grade Logic computer controls, to limit up-and-down hunting on
hills, the 3. Like the powertrain, the CL's excellent chassis and suspension are tuned for long
haul comfort. There's enough starch in the springs and shocks to keep body roll within the
realm of sporty acceptability, and the crisp rack-and-pinion power steering lends gratifying
accuracy to quick changes in direction. A little more rubber on the handsome inch aluminum
alloy wheels would probably knock a few tenths off the CL's slalom timeâ€”Honda has always
been conservative with its tire specsâ€”but in general this coupe has a surprisingly high
fun-to-drive index for a car conceived to appeal to luxury buyers. As a matter of personal
preference, we'd prefer to shift for ourselves in a car like this, but even at BMW the sales mix is
skewed heavily toward automatic transmissions. And when it comes to doors, America
generally prefers four to two. But some of us still like coupes. And this one is a jewel. You must
be logged in to post a comment Login. Reviews Previews Advice Awards. By Tony Swan
November 10, Related Vehicles. Follow NewCarTestDrive. The Legend is gone. The Vigor is
gone. The Integra will be departing soon. Acura is in the midst of an image makeover of a scale
that hasn't been seen since Chrysler was resuscitated after its near-fatal plunge into mediocrity.
Yup, Acura is a new company. Oh sure, the traditional Acura quality is still there, as are first rate
ergonomics and design. The change occurs with the model lineup and the type of cars Acura is
offering. Acura feels that splitting their models into very distinct, function-oriented categories
might be what is needed to breathe life into their sales charts. The new CL fits into this scheme
by offering performance and luxury that is a step up from the Integra coupes, without the
frumpiness of a larger sedan. The CL's target market is aging boomers who are experiencing
life-without-children. No longer needing that five-door wagon or monstrous minivan, these
empty-nesters are supposed to rediscover the joys of coupe life. Well, there are worse places to
go for a midlife crisis. Acura's 2. The inch wheels and antilock brakes provide sure footing when
pushed to the limit, and the variable-assist rack-and-pinion steering is communicative without
being harsh. The unit-body construction used in the CL, combined with the rear-wheel arch
extenders and strut tower bar, creates a car with little flex and twisting over most surfaces.
Unlike American personal coupes that are often overly flashy with blinking gewgaws and too
many buttons, or German coupes, which are Spartan to the point of monasticism, the CL's
interior effectively blends efficiency with luxury. Niceties such as a standard CD-player and
remote keyless entry are well appreciated. There is adequate seating for four, although back
seat passengers will feel a bit pinched in the legroom department if they are over average
height. The sheetmetal on the CL is attractive, but it does little to distinguish this car from its
plebeian sibling, the Honda Accord. This brings us to our main concern about the CL. Prices for
the base Acura 2. All of the things we like about the Acura are present on the Honda. In our
humble estimation, the Star Trek-looking "A" on the hood of the Acura 2. Available styles
include 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Acura CL. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell
you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Based on the stupendously reliable Honda Accord, the CL should run for miles and miles. This
car looks a little too much like a Honda Accord to be seriously regarded as a luxo-coupe. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. Read more. Write a review See all 66 reviews. Absolutely the very best! It took no
thinking when I asked my family at the dinner table, of all the cars we have ever had what is or
was your favorite one? The Acura 2. In fact it has come time to sell the car and I cant even talk
about it with out crying Yes I said guarantee! Have a wonderful day Read less. Iv bought my CL
back in with 43, miles, its now and i have about , miles on it, the car is definitely fun to drive, the
J30a1 3. I now have , and my transmission has begun to slip on me. I sold my Acura CL 3. I
bought this car new in and didn't realize how much I would grow to loved it, until it was gone.
The day I bought it I walked into Acura to buy the 4 cylinder 2. It was a blast, and I'm so glad I
did it. Best looking interior I have ever seen in a car. Even now! I still see this car around town
from time to time. They guy who bought it from my mechanic loves it, but he doesn't take care
of it like I did. The last time saw it parked on the street, I had never seen it so dirty. It makes a lot

more sense for me in this time of my life. I hope I never miss another car like I did this one! Even
though it only has 15 less horsepower, it does not have near the get up and go of the old sexy
beast. I brought this car brand new in March of and it has proven to be the best purchase I have
ever made. Talk about reliable! And even close to 13 years old the pick-up on this car is great
and still just as fun to drive. Even after purchasing a new car last Fall still hanging on to it. Many
offers to buy so that won't be an issue when I am finally ready to let go. GREAT car! See all 66
reviews of the Used Acura CL. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result
No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People
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CL Wheel Locks. Shop for Acura CL Parts. It was the first Acura that built in the United States. It
had been through two generations. The first generation Acura CL was produced as a model. It
offered base and premium trim levels. Available engines included 3. And engines were attached
to a 4-speed automatic transmission and a 5-speed manual transmission. Then in March , a
complete redesigned Acura CL was launched as a model, which marked the beginning of the
second generation It was powered by a 3. Just like other cars, Acura CL has an expired date. In
order to put off the day to come, we have provided some common problems and solutions for
Acura CL owners: First, engine performance reduced. The most obvious sign of this problem is
the illuminated Check Engine Light and audible metallic sound. Other symptoms included dirt,
grime and carbon deposit on the inside of the housing and a very poor or high idle. What's
more, rattling noises from the front of the engine as well as retarded ignition timing and engine
misfires as well as oil leaking are common. If any above signs appear on your Acura CL, you
had better check the throttle body gasket, oxygen sensor and timing belt. Second, cooling
system problem. Actually, this problem is still related to the engine. In general, Acura CL drivers
have to refill coolant constantly as coolant leaks at the front-center of the car. Steam would
come from the radiator, engine being overheating and the water pump pulley being loose. Under
these situations, water pump and radiator are auto parts that must be checked. I assume every
Acura CL owner would like to show it to others. Then you must get a shining emblem to let
others know which brand. What's more, excellently operated wiper arm and cabin air filter are
also auto parts that people would car as they play important part in proving safe and
comfortable driving environment. When faced with purchasing a new auto part, fitment and
quality are always the first to be thought of. However, our website owns a comprehensive
selection of Acura CL OEM auto parts at the lowest price to meet all your requirements even
affordability. In addition, all Acura CL genuine auto parts are with manufacturer's warranty and
could be delivered at your door step at the quickest speed. Our Customers Reviews. Award
Winning Customer Service. For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to
the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
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results. Acura CL Customer Reviews. Jun 14, It's been 2 weeks and So far no issues. Purchased
on Dec 02, Jun 10, Cheaper than pass side. The pass side control arm I received was slightly

out of spec and required a little persuasion to get it to fit. This driver side fit like a glove.
Purchased on Apr 08, Very Happy. Good price, good fit, and appeared to be well made.
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